Jerry Browning
knows people and business.
Her work is precise and potent for
relationships and the bottom line.
Her enthusiasm is contagious at a deep level. Repeatedly hired by public and private organizations, she delivers critical
information, builds practical skills, and creates pragmatic experiences for positive change.

“Jerry deals with real issues and how to solve
them.” Member of Management Team, Columbus OH
“She is common sense and practical.”
Participant at Caterpillar Regional Conference, Columbus OH

“Best session!” Workshop Participant, Dayton OH
“She is a very good presenter, energetic, wellspoken.”
Participant of Government Finance Officers Association
Cleveland, OH

“When our organization undertook the daunting
task of moving to a collaborative leadership
model, Jerry Browning was a valuable partner
who helped us learn how to successfully
accomplish and implement organizational
change.”
Patricia Moss, President, AFSCME Council 8

Topic Areas Include:
Leadership, Management, Communication, Conflict, Positive Energy in Negative Times
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Trust Deficits – Rebuilding Organizational Confidence
Using Conflict As Currency for Change – Leveraging Resistance for Positive Impact
The Edges of Success – Quality & Creativity Form Your Competitive Edge
Leadership & Executive Presence
Stress to Success - Management Skills for Healthy People and the Bottom Line
Financial Fitness & Fiduciary Fitness
Fit Your Money
Visioning Amidst Chaos

Jerry has been helping individuals & organizations increase efficiency, productivity, satisfaction, and success for 25 years. Her
experience in business enables her to bring services that are precise and potent to impact change for the people in the organization
and profitability. She has BSC in Organizational Communication, an MS in Education and Counseling, and is a licensed
psychotherapist. Jerry is certified in Gestalt Therapy and Organizational Models, Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Field Facilitation,
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, DISC, Forte and other positive approaches. She is Owner of Chiron Company, and is the current
President of International Coach Federation Chapter of Central Ohio Coaches. Jerry also leads an initiative called Fit Your Money
providing resources to reduce financial stress for individuals and organizations.

Your Success Is Our Business

www.chironcompany.net
614.443.2424

